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Statistical properties of weighted complex networks

characterized by metaweights

Shuhei Furuya, Kousuke Yakubo

Department of Applied Physics, Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-8628, Japan

Abstract

We propose several characterizations of weighted complex networks by in-
corporating the concept of metaweight into the clustering coefficient, degree
correlation, and module decomposition. These incorporations make it pos-
sible to describe weighted networks depending on how strongly we empha-
size weights. Using some applications to real-world weighted networks, we
demonstrate that the proposed approach provides rich information that was
inaccessible by previous analyses such as the degree correlation for a spe-
cific magnitude of weights or the community structure under controlling the
importance of roles of the topology and weights.

Keywords: Complex network, Statistical analysis, Clustering coefficient,
Degree correlation, Community structure
PACS: 89.75Hc, 89.75.Fb, 05.10.Gg

1. Introduction

The rapid development of computer networks and the computational
management of large databases enables us to treat a set of elements and
their relations in the world as a complex network that is constructed from
many nodes and edges. Complex networks are characterized by many statis-
tical quantities and concepts. The clustering coefficient introduced by Watts
and Strogatz [1] represents a measure of how completely the neighbors of a
node are interconnected, and it plays an important role in describing the den-
sity or small-world property of a network. It is also important to understand
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the degree correlation, namely, the averaged degree knn(k) of the neighbor-
ing nodes of nodes with the degree k [2], where the degree is the number
of edges connected to a node. The attractive or repulsive tendency between
hubs (nodes with large degrees) often reflects network formation mechanisms.
Some complex networks can be regarded as aggregates of partial communities
(groups) that are weakly connected to each other. To determine how a net-
work is constructed from such modules is crucial not only for understanding
the structure of the network but also for elucidating functions of the network
[3, 4, 5, 6].

In most real-world networks, edges (or nodes) are not equivalent and some
quantities (weights) are assigned to them. Recently, networks with weighted
edges have been extensively studied because network properties are strongly
affected by the distribution of weights in the network [7, 8, 9]. Thus far, var-
ious quantities used for characterizing binary networks have been straight-
forwardly extended for weighted networks. Standard extensions of statistical
quantities to weighted networks emphasize structures formed by strong edges
(with large weights). However, this is not sufficient for describing the nature
of weighted networks. Let us consider two weighted networks. Both net-
works have the same topological structure and the same distribution of large
weights, however the distributions of small weights are different. Statistical
quantities dominated by strong edges cannot distinguish these two networks.
Therefore, it is necessary to characterize weighted networks by emphasizing
a specific magnitude of weights. In our previous paper [10], we introduced
metaweights defined as the qth power of weights, where q is a real continuous
parameter. When q is a large positive value, strong weights are emphasized
more strongly. We can study the topological aspects of a weighted complex
network by choosing q = 0. For a negative q, structures constructed by weak
edges are selectively emphasized. Using metaweights, the scale-free prop-
erty [11] of weighted networks has been studied and the q dependence of the
scale-free exponent has been obtained [10].

In this study, we propose several characterizations of weighted complex
networks by incorporating the concept of metaweight into several statisti-
cal quantities. The metaweighted clustering coefficient, metaweighted degree
correlation, and module structure based on metaweights are calculated for
US airport networks and a scientific collaboration network. From these ex-
amples, we demonstrate how our analyses extract detailed information about
weighted complex networks.
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2. Metaweighted clustering coefficient

Many complex networks have a tendency that two nodes connected to a
common node are linked to each other. In order to characterize this tendency
statistically, the clustering coefficient Ci of a node i is defined as the ratio
of the number of connected neighboring nodes of i to the number of all
neighboring node pairs [1, 12, 13, 14, 15]. This quantity has been extended to
weighted networks. There exist several definitions of the weighted clustering
coefficient Cw

i [8, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. In these definitions of Cw
i , however,

only cluster structures made of neighboring nodes connected to the node
i by large weights are enhanced. It is also important to clarify whether
weakly (or very strongly) linked neighbors form clusters. By introducing
metaweights, one can evaluate such details of network properties. In this
paper, we define the metaweighted clustering coefficient Cw

i (q) by extending
the weighted clustering coefficient proposed by Barrat et al. [8]. The quantity
Cw

i (q) is given by

Cw
i (q) ≡ 1

si(q)(ki − 1)

∑
j,l

wq
ij + wq

il

2
aijajlali, (1)

where ki is the degree of the node i, wij is the weight allocated to the edge
i-j, aij is the (i, j) element of the binary adjacency matrix, and si(q) is the
metastrength defined by si(q) =

∑
j aijw

q
ij. The metaweighted clustering

coefficient Cw(q) of the entire network is defined as the average of Cw
i (q)

over i, i.e., Cw(q) =
∑N

i Cw
i (q)/N . If Cw(q < 0) is larger than Cw(q >

0), the network is densely connected mainly by weak edges and sparsely
connected by strong edges, and vice versa. Therefore, the analysis by using
the metaweighted clustering coefficient extracts detailed relations between
the network topology and the weight distribution.

In order to demonstrate the usefulness of the analysis based on Cw(q),
we calculate metaweighted clustering coefficients for a US airport network
and a scientific collaboration network. The US airport network (USAN-I)
obtained from [20] is a weighted network including 500 airports (nodes) in
the United States [21]. In this network, a weight represents the number of
available seats on a given connection on an yearly basis [8, 22]. Figure 1(a)
shows Cw(q) rescaled by the topological clustering coefficient Cw(q = 0).
For positive q’s, Cw(q)/Cw(0) is larger than unity, implying that the net-
work is more densely clustered by strong edges than that of the topological
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Figure 1: (a) Rescaled metaweighted clustering coefficient for the USAN-I as a function
of the parameter q. (b) Metaweighted clustering coefficient spectrum for the USAN-I as a
function of the degree k and the parameter q.

structure. On the contrary, the result for q < 0 implies that the network
is loosely connected by weak edges as compared to the cluster structure of
the network topology. This is reasonable because arterial airlines (strong
edges) from an airport connect to hub airports (k & 100), and hub airports
are always interconnected. On the other hand, feeder airlines (weak edges)
from an airport connect to local airports (k . 100) that are not connected to
each other. In order to elucidate the relation between cluster structures and
weights in more detail, we examine the metaweighted clustering coefficient
spectrum Cw(k, q) defined by

Cw(k, q) =
1

nk

∑
i

Cw
i (q)δkki

, (2)

where nk =
∑

i δkki
. Figure 1(b) shows Cw(k, q) for the USAN-I. The fact

that Cw(k, q) is large for q > 0 and small for q < 0 and k & 100 is equivalent
to the result shown in Fig. 1(a). Roughly speaking, the metaweighted clus-
tering coefficient spectrum Cw(k, q) is a decreasing function of k for q < 0
and k . 100. Neighboring airports of a very local airport (k . 10) are hub
airports even if edge weights are small. Since these neighboring hub airports
are connected to each other, Cw(k . 10, q < 0) is large. On the contrary,
airports that are weakly connected to a middle-scale airport (k ∼ 50) can be
local airports, and these may not always be connected to each other. Thus,
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Figure 2: (a) Rescaled metaweighted clustering coefficient for the SCN as a function of the
parameter q. (b) Metaweighted clustering coefficient spectrum for the SCN as a function
of the degree k and the parameter q.

Cw(k ∼ 50, q < 0) is smaller than Cw(k . 10, q < 0).
The scientific collaboration network (SCN) [23, 24] treated in this paper

is constructed by 40, 421 authors as nodes in the research area of condensed
matter physics. Two nodes are connected if the corresponding authors have
co-authored paper(s) together. The weight on the edge i-j is defined as
wij =

∑
α ηiαηjα/(mα − 1), where ηiα = 1 if the author i is an author of the

paper α, ηiα = 0 otherwise, and mα is the number of co-authors of the paper
α [25]. Figure 2(a) shows the q dependence of the rescaled metaweighted
clustering coefficient for the SCN. The result depicts that this network has a
clusterization tendency by strong edges, whereas by weak edges, it is similar
to the topological one. This tendency can be more clearly shown by the
metaweighted clustering coefficient spectrum. The spectrum Cw(k, q) shown
in Fig. 2(b) indicates that authors who are strongly connected to an author
tend to be connected to each other as compared to the case in which authors
are weakly connected to an author, i.e., Cw(k, q > 0) > Cw(k, q < 0). In
addition, Cw(k, q) is a decreasing function of k for q < 0. This implies that
authors collaborating with a big-name scientist (hub) do not collaborate with
each other if the co-author relationship is weak. The metaweighted clustering
coefficient Cw(k, q) for q ∼ 5 and k & 50 is large. Since authors strongly
connected to a big-name scientist are also big name as will be shown in
Fig. 4, this feature of Cw(k, q) implies that big-name scientists collaborating
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tightly with a big-name author are well connected to each other. In both
Figs. 1(b) and 2(b), fluctuations of Cw(k, q) in the k-axis increase with |q|.
This is because fluctuations at q = 1 are enhanced as |q| increases, and
these are not related to statistical properties of a given network. These
enhanced fluctuations lead to a gradual increase in the rescaled coefficient
Cw(q)/Cw(0), shown in Fig. 2(a), as |q| increases in the region of q < −2.
From these results, one can obtain detailed information about the correlation
between strengths of edges and the network topology by introducing the
metaweighted clustering coefficient.

3. Metaweighted degree correlation

In this section, we argue the degree correlation of a weighted network
by introducing metaweights. The assortativity, that is, the tendency of hub
nodes to connect to other hubs, of a binary network is characterized by ex-
amining the degree correlation between the degree k of a node in the network
and the average degree knn of its neighboring nodes [26, 27, 28, 29, 30]. The
average nearest-neighbor degree knn as a function of k is given by

knn(k) =
1

nk

∑
i,j

aij

(
kj

ki

)
δkik, (3)

where aij and nk are defined in Section 2. From this definition and its ex-
tension to the weighted average nearest-neighbor degree proposed by Barrat
et al. [8], we can straightforwardly define the metaweighted average nearest-
neighbor degree (MANND) kw

nn(k, q) as

kw
nn(k, q) ≡ 1

nk

∑
i,j

aij

[
wq

ijkj

si(q)

]
δkik. (4)

Using this quantity by varying the parameter q, the nearest-neighbor degree
correlation for only weak or strong connections can be detected.

Here, we illustrate the efficiency of the analysis of metaweighted degree
correlations by computing kw

nn(k, q) for the previous two examples, namely,
the USAN-I and the SCN. Figure 3 shows the result for the USAN-I. We can
extract the following facts from this result. (1) The MANND is very small
[kw

nn(k, q) . 20] for q < 0 and k & 50, (2) the quantity kw
nn(k, q) is a de-

creasing function of k (disassortative) for q < 0 and k . 50, (3) the network
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Figure 3: Metaweighted average nearest-neighbor degree of the USAN-I as a function of
the degree k and the parameter q.

is weakly disassortative in the region of 0 < q . 3, (4) kw
nn(k, q) does not

depend on k for q & 3, and (5) kw
nn(k, q) is an increasing function of q for any

k. Considering the implications of these features, we can demonstrate how
the degree correlation based on metaweights extracts meaningful informa-
tion embedded in the USAN-I. Feature (1) implies the reasonable fact that
airports weakly connected to hub airports (nodes with k & 100) or middle-
scale airports (nodes with 50 . k . 100) are very local airports (nodes with
k . 50). Feature (2) is also explained by the same reason, namely, very local
airports are connected to hub or middle-scale airports. Since all such connec-
tions are weak, the disassortative property is found only for q < 0. Feature
(3) is a consequence of the fact that airports connected to hub airports are
hub or local airports but those connected to local airports are mainly hub
airports. Feature (4) implies that airports very strongly connected to airport
i are hub airports independently of the scale of the airport i. This tendency
is enhanced when increasing the strength of connections, which leads to fea-
ture (5). The metaweighted degree correlation analysis can extract all these
reasonably understandable features of the USAN-I.

Figure 4 shows kw
nn(k, q) for the SCN. The profile of the MANND is

totally different from that of the USAN-I. From the definition of kw
nn(k, q),

it is obvious that kw
nn(k = 1, q) does not depend on q, as seen in Fig. 4

(and in Fig. 3). In contrast to the case of the USAN-I, kw
nn(k, q) for the
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Figure 4: Metaweighted average nearest-neighbor degree of the SCN as a function of the
degree k and the parameter q.

SCN has a very weak q dependence for k . 50. This is consistent with the
previous result reported by Barrat et al. [8] in which the topological average
nearest-neighbor degree [corresponding to kw

nn(k, q = 0)] is similar to the
weighted average nearest-neighbor degree [corresponding to kw

nn(k, q = 1)] for
an SCN different from the present one. Our result shows that the similarity
between the topological and the weighted degree correlations holds even if
very strong or very weak connections are enhanced. A possible interpretation
of this property is that a young scientist with small k collaborates either
with researchers with large k (his/her boss, for example) or small k (his/her
colleague in the same generation, for example). The number of papers co-
authored by this scientist with each of the co-authoring partners is usually
not related to the career of the partner (represented by degree kw

nn). Thus,
kw

nn(k, q) does not depend on q for k . 50. After his/her growing up as a
scientist (k & 50), some strategies of a professional researcher give a structure
in kw

nn(k, q). The assortative property for k . 50 can also be related to the
growth of a scientist. As the scientist’s careers progress (increasing k), the
co-authors also grow up (increasing kw

nn). In the region of k & 50, kw
nn(k, q)

for q > 0 exhibits the assortative property, whereas this quantity for q < 0
is approximately 50 independently of k. The assortative property in the
positive q region implies that authors collaborating tightly with a big-name
scientist are also big name. On the contrary, the k-independent profile of
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kw
nn(k & 50, q < 0) reflects the fact that an experienced scientist (k & 50)

does not care about the careers or statuses of co-authors if the co-authoring
relationship is only once or twice. We can observe relatively large fluctuations
in the k dependence of kw

nn(k, q) as in the case of Cw(k, q). The origin of
these fluctuations is the same as shown in Figs. 1(b) and 2(b) and it is not
related to the intrinsic properties of networks. From these two examples, we
conclude that the metaweighted degree correlation analysis extracts detailed
information about weighted networks.

4. Module analysis based on metaweights

In this section, we show that the module analysis based on metaweights
enables us to extract modules by systematically changing the importance of
the topology and weights in the module decomposition by controlling the
parameter q. Here, we extend the Girvan-Newman algorithm (GNA) [3, 7]
for finding the module structures of weighted networks to a metaweighted
version among many methods to decompose the network [4, 31, 32, 33, 34,
35, 36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41]. A weighted network that is singly connected and
contains N nodes is decomposed into small modules by the following scheme.
First, we compute the edge betweenness centrality for the edge i-j defined as

σij =
∑
i′,j′

b(i, j|i′, j′)
b(i′, j′)

, (5)

where b(i, j) is the total number of shortest paths between nodes i and j, and
b(i, j|i′, j′) is the number of them passing through the edge i-j. Then, we
calculate the quantity gij(q) = σij/w

q
ij, where the real continuous parameter

q is kept constant until the end of module decomposition. Next, we re-
move the edge with the largest gij(q) from the network. The quantity gij(q)
is recalculated for the resultant network from which one edge is removed.
This procedure is performed iteratively until the network is divided into two
isolated subgraphs. During graph separation, we calculate the modularity
defined by

Q(q) =
1

2W (q)

∑
i,j

{
wq

ij −
si(q)sj(q)

2W (q)

}
aijδcicj

, (6)

where W (q) is the total metaweight given by W (q) =
∑

i,j wq
ij/2, and ci is

the index of the separated subgraphs including the node i [6]. This quantity
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increases if the separated subgraphs are well clustered. Then, we recalculate
gij(q) for the separated graphs and remove the edge with the largest gij(q).
This procedure is repeated until the network is completely decomposed into
N isolated nodes. The module structure of the initial network, based on
a fixed value of q, is defined by the set of separated subgraphs giving the
largest modularity Q(q). The quantity gij(q) is given by the ratio of the
topological centrality (σij) to the weight-wise importance (wq

ij). By varying
the parameter q, we can change this ratio systematically and obtain module
structures under controlling the importance of the topology and weights. It
should be emphasized that module structures obtained by the analyses with
q = 0 and q = 1 are the same as those identified by the GNA for binary
(topological) and weighted networks, respectively.

We apply the present module analysis based on metaweights to the US
airport network (USAN-II) that is constructed from a data source that is
different from that used for constructing the USAN-I [42]. In this network,
332 nodes correspond to airports in the United States, and weights are ge-
ographical distances between nodes connected by direct flights. Therefore,
two geographically separated and topologically well-connected nodes in this
network belong to the same module determined by the GNA. In fact, this
tendency is observed in Fig. 5(a) which shows the result of the module anal-
ysis with q = 1 for the USAN-II. In this figure, different colors represent
different modules. We can find, however, that some of the nodes that are
geographically close to each other belong to the same modules (same col-
ors). This is because the strength of the topological connectivity between
such nodes dominates the module-separation effect by small weights. In our
analysis, one can enhance the role of weights in module decomposition by
increasing the parameter q. Figure 5(b) shows the result for q = 3. In this
result, nodes having the same color are located in geographically dispersed
places. It is also possible to change the role of weights qualitatively by choos-
ing a negative value of q. In the case of the USAN-II, edges connecting node
pairs with short distances have large metaweights with a negative q. Thus,
for q < 0, an expected module structure of the USAN-II would be assembled
by geographical clumps. Figure 6(a) indicates the module structure of this
network obtained by setting q = −1. In contrast to the results shown in
Fig. 5, modules in this result form regional blocks. The module structure
identified by q = −2 is shown in Fig. 6(b). Since the role of weights in mod-
ule decomposition becomes more important than that for q = −1, narrower
regions are extracted as modules. In fact, single modules in Fig. 6(a) are
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: Module structures of the USAN-II determined by the present method with (a)
q = 1 and (b) q = 3. Same colors indicate the same modules. The result (a) for q = 1 is
the same as that obtained by the GNA for weighted networks.

divided into several smaller modules in Fig. 6(b) [43]. These results indicate
that (i) increasing |q| Euclidean distances between airports are treated more
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importantly in the module decomposition of the USAN-II, (ii) by choosing
negative q, we can extract modules in which airports are located close to
each other in the Euclidean sense, and (iii) the module structures at q = 0
and q = 1 are the same as those identified by the GNA. In general, the mod-
ule structure of a weighted complex network depends on how importantly
we treat the weights as compared to the role of the topological connectivity.
The present module analysis based on metaweights enables us to decompose
a network by controlling the importance of the topology and weights in the
decomposition procedure.

5. Conclusion

We have demonstrated that it is efficient to analyze statistical properties
of weighted complex networks by introducing metaweights. In this paper,
three examples of analyses based on metaweights have been argued, namely,
the clustering coefficient, degree correlation, and module decomposition. The
metaweighted clustering coefficient provides detailed information about the
correlation between the strengths of edges and the tendency of triangle
connections. An analysis of the degree correlation by using metaweighted
nearest-neighbor degrees reveals that the attractive (or repulsive) tendency
between hubs strongly depends on the strengths of edges being focused on.
The module analysis based on metaweights makes it possible to decompose a
weighted network by controlling the importance of roles of the topology and
weight. In this paper, we analyzed rather trivial examples of real-world net-
works. It is interesting to apply module decomposition based on metaweights
to some networks such as biological networks, in which the balance of the
importance of weights and topology is not obvious. The metaweight analysis
can also be extended to networks with weighted nodes (fitness). Consid-
ering the simplicity of the definition of metaweights and the efficiency of
the metaweight analysis, further metaweighted statistical quantities other
than the present three examples will provide considerable information about
weighted complex networks.
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